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Message from the CEO

Continued overpage…

Welcome everyone to Issue 
18 of the iPi Group’s Insider 
Magazine where we discuss 
the highlights in and around 
the iPi Group for the Second 
Quarter of 2014. 

As begins each issue our 
Group Business Development 
Manager Peter Long wraps 

up the Business Development side for the Quarter, 
and includes plaudit to staff and client alike, highlighting 
several of each for special mention. 

During the Quarter we completed the move of our 
highlands based Accounting team down to the office at 
Port Moresby. We’ve centralised a lot of the paperwork 
processing down to the POM office and, although our 
communications are pretty good with our ownership 
of VSats at multiple sites around the country, there are 
always those annoying issues in communication that 
we’re all aware of and need to deal with from time 
to time. 

Moving the team to a centralised location with failsafe 
communication (famous last words?) and seating the 
team close by the relevant management decision makers 
has worked out just great in the so far short term, and we 
look forward to reaping ongoing benefit. 

Plato quoted that good actions give strength to ourselves 
and inspire good actions in others, and in this theme I’ve 
included quite a lot in the current issue to highlight good 
deeds by the teams around the country. 

Callum at our Napa Napa site writes of our association 
with an InterOil sponsored Cancer Foundation luncheon, 
we see off with thanks and best wishes one of our QA 
department members who is moving on and advancing 
her career; Josephine dreamt large, tried hard, and 
deserves all the success that she earned through her 
dedication. Josephine always put in the efforts required 
to achieve her success and though she thanks us for her 
luck, it was she who created her own luck. 

Our Porgera catering team baked a cake and hosted 
a celebration to commemorate the retiring of 15 year 
veteran Chef Pala; and one of our IT Trainees in Lae, 
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Message from the CEO continued…

Delica Bidang thanks her bosses for 
the support being extended her. 

I’m sitting in Lae at the moment 
typing out this introduction while 
enjoying a coffee which Embac 
Wangari our famous barista from 
Finch has made for me and Embac 
fittingly gets a photo and a few 
words of thanks from the office girls 
in this edition. 

Our Tolokuma Manager Darryl 
Royal tells a story about being 
hit up for sponsorship for some 
football jerseys and responding 
by presenting the guys a bunch of 
personalised jerseys from a Broncos 
feeder club he is associated with, 
and our QA Manager Ross Stormont advises of yet 
another site specific award of full complete ISO  
9001-2008 Quality Assurance certification; this latest site 
specific certification being at our Lae SP Brewery project. 

We then venture off into a short story about upkeep at 
one of our Port Moresby investment properties, a complex 
where we house the Japanese Embassy staff. 

We try wherever we are financially able to support local 
sports and the development of avenues for advancement 
and betterment of the future generations, and our UPNG 
Catering team have a story to tell about our sponsorship 
of jerseys, training equipment, footballs and First Aid 
kits for the UPNG teams, in fact we sent a couple of 
our Directors along to present, then attend a few of the 
matches … I didn’t see them pulling on a jersey though as 
the UPNG boys play pretty hard, and it’s no wonder we 
sponsored so many medical kits?! 

Our ongoing commitment to training extends out to many 
and various areas and a joint initiative with the Governor 
of Enga and his Ipatas Foundation is featured by Dennis 
Sparks our Operations Manager, sharing words about 

the latest steps in our journey with 
the Governor and his very worthy 
plans toward technical and further 
education for his Province. 

We thank CBI Clough and the Exxon 
Team for the wonderful interactions 
during the course of their construction 
of the Hides Gas Gathering Plant as 
a part of the overall LNG project. 
We delivered all of the fuel through 
for the project, Millions of litres over a 
two odd year timeframe, across very 
difficult terrain (we lost two rigs to 
the treacherous conditions during our 
journey), working around the clock 
to support the contract and ultimately 
assisting toward a 10 odd month 
early project completion. A fantastic 

achievement, epic in proportion and handled with utter 
professionalism by all concerned. 

Finally we thank the Jute Theatre and its association with 
the Port Moresby Arts Theatre; we tried hard to assist in 
the staging of a play about the way things used to be in 
country and showing just how far we’ve all come in the 
years from around Independence until today. The play 
didn’t quite make Port Moresby however did show to sell 
out audiences in both Cairns and Darwin, and we are 
very happy to have been involved in showcasing a bit  
of PNG history to the audiences down south! 

Enjoy the read and as always your feedback is very 
welcome.

Best regards, 

Scott O’Reilly, CEO iPi Group 
Scott.OReilly@iPiGroup.com.pg
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To each and all in our Group,

A very warm welcome to this our 
second edition of the iPi Group’s 
‘insider’ for 2014. Gee, how 
time slips past as it seems it was 
only last month that I pencilled 
out a note offering an update of 
where we are at and what we 
are up to. The reality is that over 
three months have now been 

clocked up since our previous broadcast. Hmmmm…

Folks, Judah, Martin and I have been on the trail. We 
have worked closely with a number of highly valued 
Clients and equally met with a number of potentially new 
Clients; the latter all wishing to consider the opportunities 
and innovations the iPi Group provides as a matter 
of course. If I stay on that note for just a moment, it is 
quite the delight to spend time with business people 
and industry representatives listening to their issues, 
their wants and needs and gaining a first-hand insight 
as to the difficulties and problems they experience but 
more importantly, what it is that the iPi Group can do 
for them to overcome these daily ‘speed bumps’ by way 
of opportunity and clever thought. Proudly we remain 
positioned to table solutions and very bright or perhaps 
refreshing alternatives. I hold a very unique and quite 
rewarding position within the iPi Group given that it is 
I who has the pleasure of initially chatting to key industry 
representatives. 

Going a step further, over the past few months we 
have continued on our pathway of moving forward; 
the aim as you all know is to grow progressively the iPi 
Group’s business activities across Papua New Guinea. 
Collectively and I do remind you again, it is not just our 
dedicated CEO and Directors of the iPi Group nor the 
highly charged Senior Management teams of our business 
entities who do the aforementioned but importantly, each 
and everyone in the Group too… yes, it is you who helps 
drive our will and associated professional reputation. 
We all play a significant role in not only the growth of the 
iPi Group through our actions and work commitment but 

also by upholding our Corporate values and, by being 
proud of the associated delivery of nothing less than 
exceptional services. You might not be aware that we 
have just on 1,300 iPi Group employees scattered across 
various Project sites in PNG. The influence and impact 
on our Clients of your individual actions, deeds and 
pro-activity has a significant bearing on our continued 
business success. I utter these comments openly to you 
and do so because in the conversations and meetings 
I have with our Clients, they comment, they put forward 
remarks and they offer feedback all of which I embrace 
and indeed act upon. In the main, it is you who creates 
and maintains our professionalism. It is your on-going and 
invaluable involvement and commitment which assists me 
no end to offer our unique services to the wider PNG 
business community. Regardless of your job role or work 
function, please keep up the excellent work as all this 
supports fully my efforts.

Our Transport responsibilities remain highly focused 
at present and whilst the ExxonMobil PNG LNG 
Construction phase as all but concluded, we are 
continuing to deliver to Hides the much needed fuel for 
the production and drilling teams. In concert with this, 
we are working closely with InterOil to ensure that the 
years ahead see consistency in their delivery requirement 
ex Lae through to Goroka, Mt Hagen and inclusive of 
such, the much needed town deliveries with the same 
regions. InterOil remains a highly valued Client; we 
have built up over seven years of extensive history and 
experience partnering InterOil and it is our want to 
continue with our relationship greatly valued and long into 
the future. NOC too with their Lae based requirements 
adds a further layer of added responsibility. In recent 
times our Lae Operations people have worked side 
by side the NOC Ops staff and we have introduced, 
through our GPS Tracking systems, a new and 
highly developed Load Planning Scheduling 
regime; all this to better assist NOC with 
their overall customer satisfaction. It has 
been a pleasure working with the 
NOC staff as their dedication and 
commitment has shone through.

Peter Long, Business 
Development Manager

From the Group Business Development Desk
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We are highly delighted with the recent contract roll-over 
of our diesel fuel and Jet A1 cartage work for Barrick; this 
for the haulage of much needed fuel ex Lae through to the 
Porgera mine site. Whilst the process took many months 
before an outcome was finally 
determined, we once again and 
as always, absolutely embrace 
Barrick as a significant and 
important partner in our business. 
Barrick remains a key corporate 
client and the iPi Group through 
each of our business entities wish 
to offer all levels of support and 
assistance to Barrick and, at all 
times. As a major stakeholder 
in the Porgera environment, the iPi Group stands ready 
to build upon the quality delivery of existing services 
to the Porgera Joint Venture. We are very proud of our 
achievements and much of our advancement in and 
across PNG I remind you, has indeed been through the 
many invaluable lessons learnt through the extensive and 
robust experience ex Porgera. 

I wish to include in my notes to you, a thought on British 
American Tobacco. As you are perhaps aware, BAT 
(ex Lae specifically) has been a long term, prized client 
of iPi Transport and I had the good fortune of meeting 
up with the Lae based BAT management team recently. 
We had a delivery problem which prompted my visit 
and I’d like to share with the readers of the ‘insider’ 
the way or manner in which that issue was handled by 
the BAT management team. The problem was defined, 
the concern was highly articulated and collectively, 
we then walked through the options and alternatives 
inclusive of an immediate vehicle swap, a revamped 

communication method, the notation of key BAT and 
iPi Transport champions, adjusted-reconfigured load 
plans and presto, we were on a pathway forward and 
all this developed in conjunction with each other. The 

BAT people were absolutely 
professional, perfectly mannered, 
and astute and further, fixed in 
their desire to work alongside 
us; this reflected in and with the 
same level enthusiasm from the 
iPi Transport team. I can only but 
thank the BAT Management team 
for their diligence. It was a delight 
to work with you. I trust we enjoy 
many years to come of the same. 

OK, I tend to traditionally offer a reflection on the many 
happenings in and around iPi Catering however I have 
chosen this quarter to leave that to one side. You will find 
that this edition of the ‘insider’ has a number of articles 
from the various sites so best to leave the news to those 
who have openly contributed. I would though add for 
the interest of all, the full accounting function of the iPi 
Catering entity has now relocated to the Port Moresby 
office and in doing so, adding value and efficiencies. 
On behalf of the people who work in the POM office, 
we welcome the accounting team to our Nation’s Capital 
and trust that their new surrounds offer an environment of 
‘warmth’; this more so for the good and decent people so 
used to the regular chills Porgera!

I trust you delight in the read and importantly, still 
enjoy each and every minute being a part of the iPi 
Group family.

Think safe, act safe and work safe. Have a moment of 
fun in all that you are doing and many thanks for once 
again allowing me to offer you a thought or two from the 
Business Development desk. Cheers everyone and we’ll 
talk again soon.

Peter Long, Business Development Manager 
Peter.Long@iPiGroup.com.pg

The influence and impact 
on our Clients of your 
individual actions, deeds 
and pro-activity has a 
significant bearing on our 
continued business success.
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iPi Catering

At InterOil Napa Napa

As we all know, our Catering teams across Papua 
New Guinea often find themselves in situations where 
there are ‘left field’ requests aligned to the likes of 
special functions, VIP dinners, corporate banquets, 
food related fund raising opportunities,safety milestone 
celebrations, birthday parties, school or church events 
and the list goes on. Of course, slipping away from 
the daily routines of preparing and serving quality 
breakfasts, lunches and dinners, our caterers leap at 
the chance to showcase their many special talents and 
out at the Napa Napa Oil Refinery site, the team once 
again did just that.

Indeed, on the 4th of June, InterOil hosted the ‘Biggest 
Morning Tea’ and the ever sharp and inventive iPi Napa 
Napa catering team had the pleasure of catering for 
the 100 guests inclusive of the PNG Cancer Foundation 
Team and the Prime Minister’s wife, Mrs Lynda O’Neill.

The PNG Cancer Foundation does an amazing job but 
of course, they require much needed funds to do the 
job effectively. The InterOil Refinery General Manager, 
Mr Andy Dolman, in the presence of management 
and staff alike, proudly handed to the CEO of the 
PNG Cancer Foundation, Mr Dadi Toka Jnr a cheque 
for K10,000. Much applause and delight was 
witnessed. Many thanks were exchanged and once 
the acknowledgements were completed a number of 
speakers presented.

Amongst the speakers was Dr Andrew Rose, a dental 
surgeon with the National Health Department specialising 
in oral health who offered a pointed awareness session 
to the staff on mouth cancer and as we know, is mainly 
caused through the continued chewing of betel-nut. 
His message whilst short was both important and blunt 
and everyone understood clearly the dangers. Dr Rose 
certainly captivated the audience. 

It was a wonderful turnout of InterOil staff and the people 
of PNG Cancer Foundation were quite touched and even 
more so with the funds contributed. 

As an aside and back to the catering responsibilities, 
‘short notice’ for functions is something we are absolutely 
used to; it is not uncommon and our challenge is to meet 

the often tight timelines. It is in this light that I thank most 
sincerely Beverley Stevens, Noel Sepol and Ragi Vali 
all of whom came across from the University of Papua 
New Guinea Catering team to professionally assist our 
Manager Lisa Fickel and her entire Napa Napa catering 
brigade… yes, they prepared, set up and served the 
‘Biggest Morning Tea’ to an extremely high standard. 
It was a fantastic job.

As one would imagine, having the Prime Minister’s wife 
at the event; she being a guest, we all took great delight 
in being able to meet Mrs O’Neill personally and can 
I say, Mrs O’Neill is quite the lady in all regards. Yes, 
I presented to Mrs O’Neill a copy of each of the two iPi 
Group’s iconic cookbooks. As she took them, Mrs O’Neill 
joked, “Oh no, my husband will expect me to cook 
now!!” We all had a laugh. 

Callum McKinnon 
Project Manager, iPi Catering – Napa Napa 
Callum.McKinnon@iPiGroup.com.pg

Callum McKinnon and Mrs O’Neill with the iPi Cookbooks
 

The InterOil cheque presentation to the PNG Cancer Foundation people
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iPi Transport

A Valued Employee Leaves

From Left to Right: Miss 
Josie Kong, iPi Transport 
Credit Controller; Elizabeth 
Sandeka, Administration 
Officer – iPi Group Legal/
Insurance; George Ramita, 
iPi Transport Inventory 
Accountant; Josephine 
Jim, Quality Assurance 
Officer iPi Transport; and 
Nalie Kahata, iPi Catering 
Warehouse Manager, Lae.

Dearest all,

As this is my last day of working for iPi Transport, I would 
like to take this time to say ThANK YOU all for a wonderful 
two and a half years of working with you.

To all my bosses; Maso Mangape, David Sneddon, Daryl 
Diehl, Shena Bok, Rauka Ovia, Greg Langley, David 
McKenzie, Anton Nepe, Peter Laure and not forgetting my 
immediate boss and my best mentor ‘big brother’ Amos 
Yapo, I would want to say ThANK YOU all from the bottom 
of my heart for your directions, commitment and most 
importantly, your understanding and trust placed in me as a 
Quality Assurance Officer in the organisation. To especially 
Amos and Daryl, there were times when you were hard 
on me and I took those moments as positive comments and 
ThANK YOU for these as they have moulded and shaped 
me to be the better person I am today.

Thank you so much for everything. Words just 
cannot express. I will always remember and 
treasure iPi Transport.

To my co-workers in the department of QA/hSSE; 
Geraldine Makui, Jacklyn Peter and Jack Mayea, thank you 
so much for being my ‘family’. 

To the Operations Team; Anita Rochus, Serah Guinness, 
Edith Thomas, Ishmael Mark and our dearest Mama; Maria 
Isom, I will never forget your kind hearts. To others I have 
worked closely with; Nora Apimia, Elizabeth Sandeka, 
George Ramita, Moore Kamoen, Bailato Baugama, Gelinde 
Lahi, Bryan Charles, Donald Seri, Benoni Masalo and 
Robert Muring, thank you so much. 

To the hagen Team; thank you so much to Ruth Kalang, 
Michaelyn Kilawe, Enoch Kilawe, Joe Loi, Julie Levi and Lyn 
Yak. Thanks to Chris Dola and your team in Goroka.

Parting is sad but it is part of life so as I am taking this step 
forward, I pray you all will not forget me. I pray also that 
my Lord will keep you all in the palm of his hands until we 
meet someday. With all this, I wish you a successful and 
safe 2014 and the years to come and I look forward to 
joining this wonderful team again sometime in the future 
(that’s if you’ll still have me!).

With heartfelt thanks and kindest regards,

Josephine Jim 
Quality Assurance Officer, iPi Transport

We know that employees move from one employer to another and they do so for many sound and 
justifiable reasons. We thought in the case of Josephine, given the note she sent out on her last 
day with iPi Transport, we would share this with our readers. Accordingly, we thank her for her 
dedication and past attention to detail and wish her all the very best with her future with InterOil.  
… the Editor 

ISSUE 18 ~ SECOND QUARTER 2014
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iPi Catering

iPi Catering Veteran, Chef Yai Pala Retires

When one talks of the ‘old Catering team’ based on the 
Barrick – Porgera Joint Venture Project, there are many 
names which spring to mind immediately. And further, 
there are still a number of trusted and valued original 
catering team members working away diligently (day in 
and day out) who go back as far as 1995. 

Well, on behalf of all the Porgera Project Caterers I offer our 
sincere and collective farewell to our outgoing and long term 
employee Chef Yai Pala. Chef Yai has indeed worked in the 
Porgera mess facilities for a period of twelve (12) unbroken 
years and first began his career under the leadership of 
Peter Long and the then iPi-Crocodile Catering Joint Venture 
Project team. Over the many years, Chef Yai has quietly 
worked away in all three (3) mess facilities, Alipis 11, Suyan 
finishing his distinguished career as a valuable team member 
of the National Meals Kitchen.

Chef Yai is leaving iPi Catering due to some very 
manageable and minor health issues all of which are well 
under control but rest and relaxation is in order – and 
deservedly so. Chef Yai is looking forward to spending much 

time at his home with his now adult children. I’m sure they 

will still be a handful nonetheless and good luck there Chef!!

It was all my pleasure to speak at Chef Yai’s farewell 

celebration and all this hosted by the National Meals Kitchen 

staff. It was noted by all who were present (and many who 

were not there on the day) that Chef Yai is an accomplished 

role model to all who surround him but especially to the 

next generation of young and eager Chefs entering our 

ranks. Chef Yai will be greatly missed by the iPi Catering 

team in Porgera, his excellent foodservice and catering 

prowess will be missed by the Barrick people. Highly skilled 

and experienced staff are difficult to replace however we 

acknowledge all that Chef Yai has achieved during his 

career (and with us) and as mentioned, we trust he delights 

in his retirement years with family and friends. Chef Yai 

leaves a large hole to fill. 

Chris Seidel 
iPi Catering, Project Manager - Porgera 
Chris.Seidel@iPiGroup.com.pg

Chef Yai is in the centre with some of his iPi Catering Barrick Porgera work colleagues.
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iPi Transport

A word of Thank You from 
our IT Trainee

Hello everyone,

With absolute respect, I want to say thank you all for 
supporting me through the past months of my IT Industrial 
Training here with iPi Transport. I am very grateful to be part 
of this great team of iPi staff in Lae.

To Maso Mangape, General Manager iPi Transport, 
the Human Resources Coordinator, Rauka Ovia and his team, 
my boss Michael Suruko and the entire staff, I thank you all 
so much for allowing and accepting me to do my Industrial 
Training here. I must confidently say that it is here that I have 
learnt and experienced many new things in a workplace 
setting. The experience was more than I could have expected 

and allowed me the freedom to develop and maintain 
individual accounts as a member of the team. Working for iPi 
Transport helped me use the knowledge I have acquired over 
the past years as a student. 

To my immediate Training Supervisor, Michael Suruko, thank 
you for your guidance and supervision for the months I have 
been here with iPi Transport. Your leadership throughout the 
months I have been under along with your supervision assisted 
me in further development of my PC Support and Networking 
skills as well as my ability to implement some of the skills I 
have learnt outside of the workplace.

Thank you all for your support, Delica Bidang (IT Trainee)

Neki Kum, Management Accountant iPi Transport with 
Delica Bidang, Trainee IT Officer

A carefully penned heartfelt note from one of our iPi Transport based IT 
Trainees we thought was most worthy to share with all in the iPi Group. 
… the Editor

iPi Transport 

iPi Transport’s Salt-of-the-Earth  
Tea Lady
For those to whom visit for the first time our administration centre at 10 Mile, Lae; the iPi 
Transport admin hub, there is always a warm and greeting smile that one cannot miss as 
one enters the building. 

Indeed Embac, aka Ms Kande-Kulung, is our resident domestic cleaner and she powers 
away daily doing what she does best but preparing and serving as her speciality is hot and 
sweet coffee-Kande Kulung. Yes, just like her smile, so too her coffee-Kande Kulung; how sweet it is? So, only a call away… 
“NENGA! WOKIM KOFI BLO MI”, and you receive your beverage of choice in a moment; the blink of an eye it seems.

Embac hales from Morobe, Finshafen-Sialum. That is where you apparently find best coffee makers or what the Morobeans like 
to say: “KANDE KULUNG” and we are proud to have her onboard. There is no need for any special training as she naturally 
excels in doing what she loves and enjoys doing. Embac, not only makes the best Coffee or Kande Kulung but she also has a 
deep interest in using the office machines and equipment the likes of, the shredding machine, the fax machine, the laminating 
machine, she looks after much of the filing and yes, she even answers on occasions the phone and in a professional manner; 
by saying; “Hello, iPi Transport” then immediately switches the call to the extension of the person the caller wishes to speak 
with. Embac has been with our Transport arm for just shy of ten (10) years. She has, by default, become the mother of the house 
(office) and she knows the whereabouts of everything; all this from cleaning equipment to where the office stapler is kept!!! If 
there is a contest of who would locate things the fastest, Embac would we the winner hands down.

We do thank her for her dedicated service and commitment in looking after all the iPi Transport Office Staff and the Office 
surrounds. A job well done. 

Josie Kong, on behalf of all the iPi Transport Office Staff in Lae

Embac
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iPi Catering 

Darryl Royal and iPi Catering – Tolukuma 
Gold Mine

The Broncos Football Club 
To whom it may concern, 

My name is Darryl Royal I work for 
the iPi Group of Companies in PNG 
and I am based at the Tolukuma 
Gold Mine, Goilala, Central 
Province, Papua New Guinea. 

From Tolukuma the only way to Port 
Moresby is by helicopter as there 
are no roads in or out of the area. 
There is a mission over the range 
with an airstrip about six or seven 
hours walk away. The mist rolls in 
around about three in the afternoon 
and we are at an altitude of 5500 
feet. 

I am writing to the Broncos for some support in helping out 
one of my local workers who approached myself yesterday 
about buying a Bronco jersey while I am on R&R. I said I 
would buy one for him but then the story deepens. 

Anthonsia Suda is my worker’s name and he said no, NOT 
one (1) jersey but thirteen (13). The jerseys are for the whole 
team plus our reserves; for his local team the ‘Yuv Koli Club’ 
who play every week down on the local football oval in the 
village with other local teams in a competition of sorts??? 
Anthonsia or Hit Man as we call him, stands about one and 
half meters tall in his steel cap boots. He said we have been 
saving up Boss..... how much have you saved up..... about 
six hundred kina roughly Boss (this is a lot of money for these 
guys), I laugh and said we need more than that for the team 
jerseys. Hit Man was then off home to tend his garden, his 
day planting pumpkin seeds as he is our night shift baker, 
Yes he still plays a game in the day then comes to work 

at 7.30pm. (He has been caught napping at night on the 
weekends wonder why?) 

As you know rugby, is not just a game in PNG but a Religion 
of sorts so if you could help Hit Man and his team it would 
mean so much to the guys and the local community you 
would not believe. We are not asking for new jerseys but 
used ones would do just so they can be proud to run around 
the field in Bronco colours while playing a game they love.

I have attached some pictures of the guy`s and the field. If 
you need any further information do not hesitate to ask, the 
sizes would be small to medium as they are small in stature; 
mountain people. By the way Hit Man is the Captain of the 
team. I have a link with the Broncos as my nephew, Fletcher 
Holmes works with the Club.

Your sincerely, 

Darryl Royal 
iPi Catering, Tolukuma Gold Mine – PNG

The Rugby Team Members

It is with great pride that I include in the iPi Group’s ‘insider’ an article acknowledging the efforts and seriousness in which 
many of our iPi Catering Project Managers involve themselves in out-of-hours community based activities. 

Yes, here is a wonderful example of someone who goes that extra mile. I refer to Darryl Royal, our lead on the highly valued 
Petromin Tolukuma Gold Mine Site. Darryl holds a deep desire to see a young and enthusiastic group of people all of whom 
flank the Mine environment dressed resplendently so, given his personal contacts at the Broncos Football Club, pulled a few 
strings to help out. The story goes… well, let Darryl’s letter tell the story…
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Not a badly scratched out Letter from Darryl but, then 
comes this… airfreight to site and guess what the cartons 
contain? Well, Darryl writes back…

To The Aspley-Bronco Football Clubs 
Jerseys, Tolukuma 2014

A month or so ago, one of the teams from Ononge Village, 
Goilala Province was very excited as they were each 
presented with a Aspley-Bronco jersey (20 of in all) along 
with footballs from the Aspley Leagues Club (the latter is a 
feeder club for the Broncos). 

Darryl`s nephew, Fletch Holmes, works with the club/s as a 
Development Officer and Coach (and Assistant Coach of the 
Women’s World Cup Champions, 2014). 

The Team, Yuv Koli has four iPi Catering staff members 
who play when they can. Athanisio Suder (Hit Man) is 
the Captain of the team with Emile John, Kocily Duba 
and Emmanuel Koga. I invited the Tolukuma Gold Mine’s 
Mine General Manager, Mr Sarimu Kanu and Willie Toro, 
Community Relations Officer, to the presentation of the 
jerseys which we held just inside the Mine Site gate as I had 
to get permission to let the guys in. I cannot find the words 
to explain the looks on the faces of the team as we handed 
out the jerseys to each of them; we took a few pictures of the 
team with Sarimu and Willie and myself.

I would like to thank Fletch and the Aspley-Bronco Leagues 
Club for their support in giving the jerseys and footballs 

to the Yuv Koli Team, Ononge Village of Goilala, Central 
Province, PNG. The team is having a sing-sing later in the 
year and have asked if any of you would like to come? I 
will be getting a gift for you from the guys which I will send 
down to you to show their appreciation for the jerseys and 
your support. The guys will try to win the Grand final but first 
we have to get into it!!!

A special Thank You goes to Fletch for organizing the 
jerseys and his support for our guys here at Tolukuma and iPi 
Catering. 

Thank You, 
Yuv Koli Football Club, Ononge Village, 
Darryl, iPi Catering and the Tolukuma Gold Mine

We all know and love Darryl......his enthusiasm is abound 
and unrelenting.....sure, as a letter writer, Darryl makes a 
great Dentist but how good is all that? Great outcome for 
the TGM lads, a great donation from the Aspley-Broncos 
Leagues Club and terrific to see the boys playing sport at 
the level they are. We all wish them well for the season and 
will be barracking for them solidly.

Many thanks Darryl; you have done a wonderful thing here. 
And Darryl, next time you are on a field break, can you buy 
me a… ??

Chris Moroney 
General Manager, iPi Catering 
Chris.Moroney@iPiGroup.com.pg

The team is flanked by TGM Community Relations Officer, Willie Toro and TGM Mine Manager, Sarimu Kanu
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Great news just released – the hard work, dedication and team effort from all based at the 
South Pacific Brewery in Lae has paid dividends.

We have just been awarded the ISO 9001-2008 Quality Assurance Certification for the South Pacific Brewery site 
in Lae. This has indeed come about because of the focus and commitment applied over many months. As you know, 
gaining Certification is not an overnight phenomenon. It involves systems and processes, procedures and much 
stewardship of the same. I have been overwhelmed with the support lent by not only our dedicated Catering Staff 
located at the Lae Brewery site but likewise the SPB Administration team all of whom wished to see this wonderful 
outcome tabled. 

I offer my congratulations to the SPB Catering staff for the or better said, ‘their’ achievement and in saying so, I wish to 
equally pass on my thanks to the iPi Catering head Office support offered along the way.

It does show that with effort and professional endeavour, many good things can happen. It is quite the feather in our 
team’s hat at the Lae Brewery. The Certification is a reflection of the seriousness we all apply to our suite of industry 
qualifications and not resting on our laurels, it is our firm intention to duplicate the same show of commitment on the 
Port Moresby Brewery site. 

Our investment in Quality Assurance is unswerving; we will always look at each Project site individually and whilst there 
is much connectivity and a degree of commonality in processes and procedures across all our Project sites, adjusting 
and massaging our Quality Management System to account for the uniqueness of our individual operations remains a 
significant and key part of our overall aim.

Again, well done to the South Pacific Brewery Team in Lae. This is a fantastic achievement and one you should be so 
rightly proud of. Congratulations!

Ross Stormont 
Country Quality Assurance Manager, iPi Catering 
Ross.Stormont@iPiGroup.com.pg

iPi Catering 

In partnership with the South Pacific Brewery
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iPi Villas in Port Moresby

Many of you may not be able to cite by name the full 
suite of properties the iPi Group has under its wing but 
regardless of not being absolutely sure, the one thing  
our many and prized tenants can be assured of is our  
on-going and committed upkeep, maintenance and 
support for our properties.

Of course aging, wear and tear occurs but being on top of 
and protecting our assets and making absolutely certain the 
capital investments are looking their very best requires serious 
oversight; upkeep and maintenance needs to be managed 
and attended to and, with consistent regularity.

This article offers you an outline of the way DAC Real Estate 
in POM takes care of the iPi Villas located high up on the hill 
overlooking the Ela Beach vista. This article covers simply an 
overview of the most recent improvements. 

Thus, at the top level car park and entrance into the 
apartments the old and fading paint on walls, rails and 
Guard House has been completely removed and a new, 
fresh coat of paint has been applied to all aforementioned. 
Further, the stairway leading down to the Guard amenities 
has had all exterior walls and railing fully repainted. 
The Guard amenity too has been likewise fully repainted. 
One area of concern was the generator house and is now 
no longer given that this too has been fully repainted inside 
and out. We have looked closely at the gen-set exhaust pipe 
system and physically redirected this from the existing ceiling 

exit to now out into the open air; this will allow for any 
possible fumes to fully escape and therefore, not create any 
dark staining on the ceiling. 

We have built a new retaining wall and created a new 
garden area flanking the wall. We have installed new 
driveway lighting. Any pillars with which have shown any 
signs of staining regardless of how slight, all have been 
carefully patched and freshly repainted. So too newly 
installed signage has been erected at the entrance of the 
iPi Villas apartments.

The above has been stewarded by Mr Vernon Deza, 
the DAC Maintenance Manager. All works and maintenance 
have now been fully completed we are pleased to 
announce.

The DAC Real Estate Team are most proud to have the 
iPi Group as a valued client and we trust that not only are 
our efforts in managing your property’s more than satisfactory 
but further, we thought the readers of the ‘insider’ would be 
delighted to know more about what we do in concert with 
and for the iPi Group. 

On behalf of DAC Real Estate, I hope this brief overview is 
enlightening. Many thanks,

James Beangke  
Property Management – DAC Real Estate
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iPi Catering Sponsors Teams in the Easter 
2014 ‘University of PNG’ Rugby Comp

14

The iPi Group is indeed a proud and long term sponsor 
of many individuals, a number of students across all levels 
of study, trainees, schools and educational institutions, 
church groups, client functions, sporting teams and both 
Papua New Guinean and Australian based special 
events. Our often private and more open corporate 
support offers a great number of people an opportunity to 
be involved in areas such as education and sport as but 
two examples of where without the same, the chance of 
participation would be zero. The iPi Group has always 
held the firm belief that direct community involvement 
and across many levels of such, offers positive 
advancement potential. 

Over the Easter period this year, iPi Catering grabbed 
the opportunity of supporting by way of very flash new 
uniforms, a raft of ancillary training equipment, new 
Rugby Footballs and all the First Aid requirements for two 
University of Papua New Guinea Rugby teams…

• The iPi UPNG Pythons and 
• The iPi UPNG Blacks

We spoke at length with the University Sports Co-
ordinators and outlined all that ‘we could and would 
do’ for the two teams participating in and as part of the 
Easter Event. As you can well imagine, there were smiles 
of delight all round. Importantly, the iPi Directors were 

all onboard; they were fully supportive and committed in 
their drive to see the teams presented in a polished and 
professional manner. All this a direct reflection of the iPi 
Group as was overheard at an iPi board meeting recently.

Our iPi Catering procurement staff jumped all over the 
challenge to acquire the gear required for the Teams and 
in what seemed like only a moment from the nod of yes, 
iPi will sponsor the Teams to hey, look what has arrived 
on our doorstep… cartons of uniforms, footballs and the 
like. That was followed up by a quick call to let the UPNG 
sporting organisers know all had been delivered and 
would they like to collect the ‘booty’?

We were very proud at the presentation as so important 
was this; the Chairman of iPi Catering Board, Leo Lemo 
and Director Dickson Pundi personally bolted into the Port 
Moresby and spoke of the iPi commitment and both did 
so with passion and enthusisam. Leo and Dickson wished 
both teams all the very best and then asked in a very 
joking fashion, “can we all come along and watch the 
Games?” A resounding “yes” was the reply and, we did.

Feedback post the Easter event was nothing but positive. 
iPi yet again proudly supporting sport. 

Chris Moroney 
General Manager, iPi Catering 
Chris.Moroney@iPiGroup.com.pg

The University of Papua New Guinea Team Organisers with iPi Catering Board Chairman, Leo Lemo
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iPi Catering and the ‘Ipatas Foundation’ Trainees

Great news! We have our five catering trainees fully 
inducted and firmly embedded on two of our prestigious 
Port Moresby Project sites. The University of Papua New 
Guinea has embraced two trainees and the InterOil Napa 
Napa operation has taken onboard three.

The iPi Group is a proud supporter of the ‘Ipatas Foundation’ 
and the enthusiasm and commitment the Right Honourable 
Peter Ipatas, Governor of the Enga Province delivers to 
education and training is astounding; accordingly it is the iPi 
Group’s pleasure to take onboard five of the recent cluster 
of hospitality trainees and offer them the opportunity for their 
on-the-job training. The trainees, all from Enga, studied over 
at the old Clark Air-force Base in the Philippines for four 
months returning to Papua New Guinea to embark upon 
eight months of on-the-job training. The overarching Training 
co-ordination is being done by the Orion Group and the 
iPi Catering Management has accepted the challenge in 
providing a wide reaching but highly applicable exposure to 
the nuances of the hospitality trade/industry.

Our established and highly skilled Catering teams at the 
University of PNG and InterOil Napa Napa have placed 
under their professional wings the trainees and pleasing is 
the results thus far. Our Trainees have the opportunity to ply 
in a practical sense what they have learnt through theory 
sessions and of course, much of the industrial bent is quite 
different to that of what one learns in a classroom.

Our task is to have the trainees in-situ for four months in 
their current location and then a swap out for the other four 
months to the other operational site. In that way the exposure 

and learning opportunities are broadened. 

Whilst it is fine to say all is good for the trainees, many 
thanks must also go to the teams at the University of PNG 
and at Napa Napa as it is they who collectively help, 
assist, mentor and provide guidance and direction for the 
newcomers to our industry. Equally, the management teams 
(too) take on greater responsibility in the overall endeavour 
of making absolutely sure the on-the-job training is applicable 
and relevant and further, closely mirrors the areas of study-
the curriculum-the modules the trainees are required to have 
practical exposure to. 

We do note that Ms Lisa Fickel has taken a liking to the 
trainees currently out at Napa Napa. For those of you who 
know Lisa, she is a highly skilled and passionate teacher/
trainer of and on all things catering. Lisa has not only shared 
many quality training hours with her permanent staff but now 
has also duplicated that same passion for what she calls ‘her’ 
trainees! Lisa, you are a delight to work alongside and your 
dedication results in much success and this across all facets 
in the training field. The skills sharing, transfer and migration 
you offer to all is unswerving. Thank you.

Thank you too for the opportunity for iPi Catering to work as 
part of this program; the pilot only made available through 
the innovation of the ‘Ipatas Foundation’, the Orion Group 
and the trainees themselves.  

Dennis Sparks 
Operations Manager, iPi Catering 
Dennis.Sparks@iPiGroup.com.pg

Catering InterOil Napa Napa brigade with three of the Trainees front row and centre
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Every now and again, as a professional large volume mover of bulk diesel fuel (this amongst other petroleum products) we come 
across a ‘once off’ project and I thought I’d like to share with the readers of the iPi Group’s ‘insider’ a story all about CBI-Clough 
– a highly valued iPi Transport client who offered us a ‘once off’ project.

The ExxonMobil PNG LNG Project has headlined our media material for a number of years now and we all are aware of the 
various EPC’s involved in the massive development in country. CBI-Clough was successfully awarded the construction of the 
Hides Gas Gathering Plant up in the Southern Highlands-Hela Provinces and as such, CBI-Clough required diesel fuel and much 
of it; millions of litres and all fed directly into the Hides Fuel Farm.

iPi Transport leads the way… 

The Project called for six specialised and dedicated vehicles; this given the many complexities and difficulties including the 
likes of the Project location and associated terrain and all this along with very strict bridge weight limitations. Not a walk 
in the park by a long stretch. I am pleased to say that during the entire Project duration; the before-hand Project planning 
sessions, the during construction phase delivery-execution of the much needed fuel requirements and the final Project completion 
demobilisation, working alongside the CBI-Clough Management and Staff has been an absolute pleasure. The professionalism 
displayed and offered by each and all at CBI-Clough deserves open and transparent acknowledgement. 

On behalf of the iPi Group and the people at iPi Transport, please accept our sincere thanks for all you allowed us to be 
involved in. We are proud of what we have achieved and we are delighted to have had the personal, profession and business 
relationships. To Andy Mackie and Ian Sterling, to the past managers the likes of Mark Goodacre to the good and decent 
people at the Hides Fuel Farm especially JC Barlow; to everyone we had worked alongside on the Project, thank you and all 
the very best for your collective futures and next Project/s.

I’d like to say thank you to the entire iPi Transport Team and regardless of whether you are stationed in Lae, in Goroka, in Mount 
Hagen or along the road piloting one of our trucks and further, regardless of your job function, your individual and combined 
efforts-participation on the CBI-Clough Project has resulted in nothing less than a great achievement. Please hold your head high. 

The Management and Staff of InterOil worked as 
they have continually done; this professionally and 
polished with us from day one. Peter Diezmann, 
Don Lewthwaite, Kerry Symes (IPL), Greg Langley 
and Peter Long forged the way ahead in the 
early days and then handed the baby over for 
us to nurture and grow. A special note of thanks 
is extended to Dave McKenzie and his Hagen 
based team; a top job and importantly but behind 
all the bright lights, Daryl Diehl and his workshop 
magicians. Wonders can be achieved when all 
pull together.

I am proud to have been part of CBI-Clough 
Project.

Maso Mangape 
General Manager, iPi Transport 
Maso.Mangape@iPiGroup.com.pg

iPi Catering

A Special Thanks to CBI-Clough
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Seeking news and events across the Group!

Once again we pass on our many thanks for stories and photos sent through to the Editor. No question that we all at 
the ‘insider’ have a quiet laugh and chuckle at many of the strange and funny things delivered to our door but it is also 
interesting to learn that a vast number of people who do submit an odd photo or two and, as such say, “please, don’t 
share this with everyone as it is embarrassing for me”. 

OK, we understand; there are some things we’ll not publish and we will protect the innocent accordingly. However, there 
are other things we will release and do so fearlessly (some may say recklessly?) We have included a photo in this edition 
of the ‘insider’ which may show you all that there is no reason to fear any embarrassment; there is no issue in exposing 
a photo or two and all of course with the great aim of providing our readers with a slightly humourous side to that of our 
normal or perhaps, serious work endeavours. 

So, now that we have exposed ‘another’ side to someone we all know, it may alleviate any level of hesitation and or fear 
you could possibly hold? Recall, the ‘insider’ is your internal broadcast and it is a publication whereby you can send your 
message out to all in the iPi Group. We need your stories, we require your input, we ask for your involvement and we 
seek your thoughts. We are at your service best said.

There is close to 1,300 employees in the iPi family and with that 
number of potential journalists, our publication could run into 
hundreds of pages? Come on, we want your news; we want 
to inform and entertain. We need your material to make our 
publication a truly unique and very much an iPi thing. Just like 
we mentioned in our last edition, we cannot be everywhere 
so the next best option is to have roving reporters out there 
flooding us with information from in and around your work 
place, your home town or village, or even perhaps the social 
scene as you know it. The list of topics is endless so try 
these ideas:

• Safety hints and tips
• New things at work
• New and or older staff members
• Funny tales
• Human interest stories
• Your family and or friends
• Papua New Guinean culture, traits and history
• Traditional recipes 
• Your recent holiday

Come on! Pens at the ready, start scribbling your ideas 
down on paper… it is fun and it is challenging. As we 
often say, the quality and worth of the ‘insider’ is very 
much in your hands. We look forward to hearing from you 
soon. Stay safe and cheers everyone.

The Editor, C/O Peter Long 
Peter.Long@iPiGroup.com.pg Guess who!?
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The Iconic iPi Group Cookbook goes ‘GLOBAL’!

To all in the iPi Group, just an update on our latest publication; this, edition 2 of the iconic iPi Group Cookbook and the 
presentation or distribution of the glossy.

As you would have read in previous releases of the 
‘insider’, we have indeed personally handed out-
presented-gifted a copy of our cookbook to many 
people plus a number of organisations and a plethora 
of business houses and the feedback is nothing less 
than inspiring, positive and warm.  
Well, you will all be very interested to learn that 
we are now receiving letters and emails requesting 
access to copies. The word is out and our 
publication is in demand. 

But, how is this!? We have copies now not only 
spread throughout Papua New Guinea and, as 
you would expect, Australia and New Zealand but 
also in countries such as:

See, you didn’t think that the brilliant iPi Group 
publication could have such an impact on people but it has.  
We have a wonderful following and we are going world-wide!

We thought you would be fascinated with the news. Yes, we have gone global. There is no question that the iPi Catering 
Teams who worked so hard behind the scenes researching recipes, developing individual dishes, testing the same, changing 
or using alternate cooking methods, extracting better ingredient selections and in essence developing what you now see as 
a final product is a testament to the will and dedication of our highly experienced and committed staff. They have all done 
a marvellous job and the congratulations received from the recipients of our cookbook all sheet back to our in-house culinary 
experts. Top stuff!

As an aside but in concert with this terrific news, please understand that the ‘insider’ also reaches many people and in many 
countries. Hard to believe but, yes indeed, we might soon have to publish in a number of languages!

Again, we have taken the liberty of including another special dish from our latest publication. We trust you love it as much as 
our Caterers do.

… the Editor

The iPi G
roup C

ookbook  

www.iPiGroup.com.pg
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iPi Group Cookbook – A Tantalising Recipe

Lamb Stuffed with Almonds 
and CousCous
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